Pediatric Sepsis Markers: Interleukins and Others
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Abstract

Cytokines are a very important part in the regulation of immune response in sepsis. They are cellular signaling proteins whose production is a result of activation of specific receptors. Variations in the genes encoding cytokines have a significant role in interindividual susceptibility to sepsis and its severity, and their function may be modulated by age, gender, and some environmental factors. Cytokines are classified into the subsets of proinflammatory, anti-inflammatory, and multiple function cytokines. Regulated balance between proinflammatory cytokines, anti-inflammatory cytokines, and soluble inhibitors of proinflammatory cytokines is important for eliminating pathogens and reducing inflammation. High levels of some cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor-α, interleukin (IL)-1, and IL-6, determine the course of disease and outcome in sepsis. Likewise, numerous other biomarkers may be potential indicators of sepsis, but none has been routinely used. The best approach to the diagnosis of sepsis is the combination of different biomarkers.
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Introduction

Bacterial sepsis is a complex and dynamic clinical syndrome that is a result of a systemic inflammatory response to bacteria and their products and has a high mortality rate.1 Markers that can identify high-risk patients are crucial for early detection of sepsis as well as for monitoring the course of disease. Cytokines are a very important part of the development of sepsis, particularly for their role in the regulation of immune response. They are cellular signaling proteins whose production is a result of activation of receptors such as Toll-like receptors (TLRs), retinoid acid inducible protein 1-like receptors and nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-like receptors that are present on the cell surface and transfer specificity in the innate immune response. Activation of these receptors by pathogens results in production of cytokines, as well as coagulation proteins and complement. Various researches suggest that not only cytokines by themselves but also the variations in the genes encoding cytokines are important and have a significant role in interindividual susceptibility and severity to sepsis.2,3 Also, during the progression of sepsis, the inflammatory cytokines may be modulated by age, gender, and some environmental factors.4

Cytokines are small protein mediators with low molecular weights (<40 kDa), which activate and differentiate the immune response. Cytokines are classified into the subsets of proinflammatory, anti-inflammatory, and multiple function cytokines. Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), inducible protein-10 (IP-10), interleukin (IL)-2, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12, and IL-17 are proinflammatory cytokines. Proinflammatory response includes activation of many immunological pathways where release of specific cytokines represents “cytokine cascade.” Anti-inflammatory cytokines are IL-4, IL-10, IL-1 receptor α, TNF soluble receptor, and transforming growth factor-β2 (TGF-β2). These cytokines strive to restore immunological
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balance. Multiple function inflammatory cytokines include IL-1β, IL-3, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, soluble CD40 ligand, and growth factors such as granulocyte-colony stimulating factor. Their secondary mediators are thromboxanes, nitric oxide, leukotrienes, prostaglandins, platelet-activating factor, and complements. The inflammatory response, apart from cytokines, includes many biomarkers such as acute-phase proteins release, coagulation factors, vascular endothelium products, leukocytes, histocytes, and platelets. As it is known, what is important in sepsis is innate immune response, which is triggered by bacterial infection. In the past, sepsis was explained as an exacerbated release of proinflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α, IL-1, IL-6, IL-12, macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), and interferon-γ (IFN-γ), but recently it has been shown that compensatory anti-inflammatory response that occurs after hyperinflammatory period is also important. It is known that the proinflammatory response is antagonized by anti-inflammatory cytokines, including IL-10, IL-4, and TGF-β, which attempt to restore immunological balance.

Most adverse effects of sepsis such as systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), septic shock, complement activated response syndrome, and multiple organ dysfunction syndrome are associated with an imbalance in the production of proinflammatory mediators as well as counterweight synthesis of anti-inflammatory cytokines. Regulated balance between proinflammatory cytokines, anti-inflammatory cytokines, and soluble inhibitors of proinflammatory cytokines, such as soluble TNF receptors (sTNFRs), IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra), and IL-1 receptor type II (IL-1R2), is important for eliminating pathogens and reducing inflammation. It is also known that high levels of some cytokines, such as TNF-α, IL-1, and IL-6, determine the course of disease and outcome in sepsis.

**Interleukins**

TNF-α is a 17-kDa protein derived predominantly from macrophages but also partly from nonimmune cells such as fibroblasts. The release of TNF-α begins within 30 minutes after the stimulus, following gene transcription and RNA (ribonucleic acid) translation. TNF-α acts through specific transmembrane receptors, named TNF receptor (TNFR) 1 and TNFR2, and activates immune cells as well as the release of other immunoregulatory mediators. In experimental endotoxemia, the circulating levels of TNF-α reach the peak in one and half hour after stimulus. The release of TNF-α causes vasodilatation and increases vascular permeability, which may lead to systemic edema. Decreased blood volume and hypoproteinemia can lead to progression of shock. Leukocyte and platelet adhesion with depletion of coagulation factors may lead to DIC with multiple-organ failure and death. In experimental animals, the injection of TNF-α causes a syndrome that looks like septic shock and infusion of recombinant TNF-α into humans results in SIRS. TNF-α was one of the first mediators identified in inflammation, and has been suggested as a marker for the prediction of early sepsis in children, especially when used with IL-6. But due to the short half-life (~70 minutes) and its interaction with soluble receptor, its detection is exceptionally difficult.

IL-1 is a proinflammatory cytokine that is released from activated macrophages, as TNF-α, and signaled through two receptors, IL-1 receptor type I and IL-1R2, which has comparable effects on immune cells. IL-1 family includes two agonists (IL-1α and IL-1β) and one antagonist (IL-1Ra) as mediators of immune response to sepsis. IL-1Ra levels reach peak 2 to 4 hours after application of endotoxin and remain elevated for more than 24 hours. It has a longer half-life than IL-6 and is potentially a better biomarker in the diagnosis of sepsis. IL-1 induces coagulation and extravasation of inflammatory cells, and persistently elevated levels can be correlated with multiple-organ failure and worse prognosis in adults.

TNF-α and IL-1 synergistically induce a shocklike state, which is characterized by vascular permeability, severe pulmonary edema, and hemorrhage. They are responsible for fever and belong to a group of pyrogenic cytokines. TNF-α and IL-1 act on various cells such as macrophages, endothelial cells, and neutrophils. TNF-α promotes the activation and differentiation and prolongs survival of macrophages. In endothelial cells, TNF-α augments the expression of intercellular adhesion molecule-1, vascular cell adhesion molecule-1, and chemokines. Also, TNF-α promotes neutrophils extravasation into tissues and upregulates action on endothelial expression of procoagulant. TNF-α and IL-1 activate macrophages to secrete other proinflammatory cytokines (IL-6, IL-8, and MIF) and lipid mediators.

Soluble cytokine receptors and receptor antagonists, such as sTNFRs, IL-1R2, and IL-1Ra, modulate the actions of TNF-α and IL-1. Plasma concentrations of sTNFRs correlate not only with disease severity but also with mortality. As opposed to that, administration of IL-1Ra increased survival and in that way suggests positive therapeutic effect for IL-1Ra.

On top, TNF-α and IL-1 are involved in many other inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, and atherosclerosis.

IL-6 is a glycoprotein produced by macrophages, lymphocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial dendritic, and smooth muscle cells. During the acute phase of an infection, B and T lymphocytes are stimulated to produce IL-6. IL-6 activates the coagulation system, and modulates hematopoiesis as well as stimulates the release of TNF-α and IL-1. IL-6 is an early marker of sepsis in neonates and children and is more potent than C-reactive protein (CRP). IL-6 has high sensitivity and specificity in predicting positive cord blood culture in newborns with premature rupture of membranes and plasma levels of IL-6 of 160 pg/mL are 100% sensitive for the diagnosis of early onset sepsis in neonates. The combination of IL-6, TNF-α, and CRP leads to sensitivity and negative predictive values that increase close to 90% in diagnosis early onset neonatal sepsis. IL-6 mediates a systemic reaction to an inflammatory stimulus, that is, fever, leukocytosis, and the release of hepatic acute-phase proteins such as CRP, complement components, fibrinogen, and ferritin.

IL-8 is a proinflammatory cytokine and a potent neutrophil activating agent that is released from monocytes, endothelial cells, and neutrophils in response to IL-1 and TNF-α. IL-8 also regulates leukocyte migration. It is a frequently studied cytokine as a marker of neonatal sepsis. IL-8 peaks 2.5 to 3 hours
after stimulus. In one study, elevated levels of IL-8 predict organ failure in adults with septic shock.39 Contrary to this, another study indicates that IL-8 is not a powerful biomarker in adults,40 whereas some studies in children have shown that IL-8 can serve as an indicator of outcome in children with septic shock.41 IL-8 was identified as one of 34 genes that were increased in nonsurvivors relative to survivors and that was confirmed with involving genome-wide expression profiling in pediatric septic shock using RNA from blood samples supply within 24 hours of admission.42 A serum IL-8 level of 220 pg/mL or less measured within first 24 hours in children with septic shock may predict survival with probability of 95%. Also, IL-8 was increased in nonsurvivors relative to survivors, based on 28-day mortality in sepsis. This indicates that IL-8 elevation correlates with a more severe condition.43 IL-8 can also be produced in placental or fetal cells in infectious started in the uterus44 and, as IL-6, is a useful biomarker of early onset neonatal sepsis with sensitivity of 90% and specificity between 75 and 100%. The fact that serum concentration of IL-8 rises rapidly after an infection (within 2–4 hours) makes it useful as an early marker of sepsis.45 In recent investigations, high value of IL-8 in a very low birth weight premature infants with clinical signs of early infection may be associated with the development of retinopathy.46

IL-10 is an anti-inflammatory cytokine and is produced by monocytes, macrophages, natural killer (NK) cells, and B and T lymphocytes.47 IL-10 suppresses the production of proinflammatory mediators, and in an experimental model, administration of recombinant murine IL-10 protects the mice from lethal endotoxemia.48 IL-10 is structurally related to the IL-6 cytokine family, although its function is opposite. High IL-6:IL-10 ratio in sepsis was found in patients with a worse prognosis.49 Recently, it was investigated that IL-10 might regulate the transition from early reversible sepsis to late irreversible septic shock and that polymorphisms in the IL-10 gene promoter affect sepsis susceptibility.50

IL-12, initially called NK cell stimulatory factor or cytotoxic lymphocyte maturation factor, is a protein composed of two polypeptide subunits, p39 and p40. It plays a key role in the differentiation of Th1 and induces the production of IFN-γ. Recently, IL-12 was characterized as a major cytokine in the pathogenesis of gram-negative endotoxemia in mice.51 Also, IL-12 stimulates the differentiation of naïve CD4+ T-cells and protects them from antigen-induced apoptotic death.52 In humans, a selective defect in preoperative monocyte IL-12 production disrupts the host defense against postoperative infections and increases the risk of lethal sepsis.53 IL-12 was measured in newborns at the time when sepsis was first suspected clinically and was higher in patients with sepsis than in those without sepsis.54

IL-18 is a proinflammatory cytokine produced by activated macrophages that are included in the induction of cell-mediated immunity. Elevated serum levels of IL-18 are associated with poor clinical outcome in severe sepsis. IL-18 may play an important role in the pathogenesis of idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura. Several studies demonstrated that IL-18, as novel prognostic cytokine, is involved in severe sepsis with thrombocytopenia.55 Also, a group of authors reported that IL-18, as well as other serum markers, was elevated in preterm infants with infection,56 whereas the other authors demonstrated that IL-18 had no diagnostic ability in neonates.57

TGF-β is an important anti-inflammatory cytokine that plays a role in sepsis-induced immunosuppression, tissue repair, and fibrosis.58 Except suppression of the release of proinflammatory mediators and stimulation production of immunosuppressive factors such as sTNFRs and IL-1Ra, TGF-β also inhibits IL-2 secretion and T-lymphocyte proliferation.59 Recent data suggests that TGF-β may have cardioprotective effects with reverse the depression of myocardic contraction induced by proinflammatory cytokines in patients with septic shock.60 Animal models showed that treatment with TGF-β blocked endotoxin improved survival in Salmonella typhosa endotoxin-induced septic shock.61 Notwithstanding, TGF-β levels were shown to peak early in disease, and they did not correlate strongly with severity of disease nor with the prognosis.62

IL-4 is a cytokine with many immunoregulatory functions, and the most important is regulation of T lymphocyte differentiation.63 IL-4 is a cytokine produced by lymphocytes and its important role is suppressing the secretion of monocyte-derived proinflammatory cytokines.64 Although, studies suggest that IL-4 plays an important role in the pathogenesis of sepsis, its precise role is unknown. It was reported that in humans, the messenger RNA expression of IL-4 was associated with survival of patients with severe sepsis, but the plasma levels of IL-4 on the day of admission did not differ between survivors and nonsurvivors.65

Recent studies investigated IL-3, a novel mediator that can potentiate inflammation in sepsis. In a mouse model of abdominal sepsis, it has been shown that innate response activator B cells produce IL-3, which induces myelopoiesis of Ly-6C (high) monocytes and neutrophils and originated a cytokine storm. High plasma IL-3 levels were associated with high mortality. Therefore, IL-3 is identified as an orchestrator of emergency myelopoiesis and can be a new therapeutic target for treating sepsis.66

Other Biomarkers

CD64 is a neutrophil cell surface marker, known as FcγR1. It is a receptor on the neutrophil and its function is to bind the Fc portion of IgG (hence γ) antibodies. Those antibodies facilitate bacterial opsonization and phagocytosis. The level of CD64 is measured by the flow cytometric analysis of blood samples, and in pediatrics, CD64 has been investigated primarily to identify premature and term neonates with sepsis. Some authors showed that CD64 was elevated in children with documented infections, but was unable to distinguish between viral and bacterial infections. They also found that procalcitonin (PCT) was more specific and CRP was more sensitive than CD64.67,68 In a small group of older children, it has been shown that CD64 was able to distinguish between sepsis and SIRS better than CRP and PCT, especially when combined with the lipopolysaccharide-binding protein (LBS),69 but much more investigation needs to be done to determine the clinical utility of this biomarker.70 One of recent
studies confirmed CD64 utility as a good marker of bacterial sepsis since it was found to have mean sensitivity of 71% and a mean specificity of 87%. 

The expression of CD11b on neutrophils in sepsis may predict the development of organ failure and poor prognosis in patients with septic shock. 

One study demonstrated that CD11b expression has increased in some infants from the infection group up to 3 days before the onset of symptoms. This suggested that CD11b level may enable an early diagnosis of infection. Some authors reported that neutrophil and monocyte CD11b expressions were significantly elevated in infected neonates. The neutrophil CD11b had a sensitivity of 66% and specificity of 71%, whereas monocyte CD11b had a sensitivity of 70% and specificity of 62% for detecting neonatal infection. Also, CD15s is a potentially valuable biomarker of severe bacterial infection in infants.

Lactate level is an important biomarker that can distinguish sepsis from septic shock and can predict the prognosis. Initially, serum lactate was recognized and used as an indicator of tissue hypoxia. Serum lactate levels rise when lactate production outstrips the body's ability to metabolize it. Also, an increase in lactate occurs when there is a decrease in its metabolic capacity, which is often seen in SIRS. The majority of research, which found increased serum lactate in patients with sepsis, have been conducted on adults. 

It has been found that the patients with increased serum lactate in sepsis were sicker and had increased mortality, and it was also observed that patients whose lactate levels decreased with proper therapy had better outcomes. Related to this, lactate level was used as a diagnostic, monitoring, and prognostic biomarker. The serum level of lactate in septic children may identify a population at higher risk for severe outcomes. In children with SIRS, a single elevated lactate level increases risk of organ dysfunction several times. Since elevated lactate levels correspond with organ dysfunction and the need for resuscitative therapies, it may be an early indicator of resuscitation requirement in children.

CCL3 (also known as macrophage inflammatory protein-1α) and CCL4 (also known as MIP-1β) are small purification molecules that lead to increased infiltration of inflammatory cells. CCL3 belongs to the C–C chemokine family that is secreted by monocytes and macrophages and can be secreted by T cells. It is chemotactic and activates macrophages to induce secretion of TNF, IL-6, and IL-1 and it enhances killing as well. CCL3 can also be chemotactic for eosinophils, B and CD8 T cells. CCL4 (MIP-1β) is primarily chemotactic for lymphocytes and monocytes. A single dose of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) given to healthy persons has been shown to cause an increase in both CCL3 and CCL4, which peaks approximately 2 hours after LPS is administered. Patients with bacterial meningitis have an increase of CCL4 in the cerebral spinal fluid.

LBP is mainly synthesized in the liver, but it can also be synthesized by epithelial and muscle cells as a acute-phase protein. It binds LPS of gram-negative bacteria to CD14 as well as TLRs, and modulates the microbial-induced activation of the inflammatory host response. Levels of LBP peak within 6 to 8 hours after an acute infection. It has better sensitivity and specificity for detecting sepsis than LPS-soluble, PCT, and CD14 complexes in early onset sepsis. But it is as equally effective as CRP in detecting sepsis in neonates older than 48 hours. Although LBP has a promising potential, further research is required for neonatal sepsis.

Serum amyloid A (SAA) is an acute-phase protein regulated by the proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1, IL-6, TNF-α). It is an apolipoprotein produced in the liver as well as derived from a variety of other tissues such as monocytes, endothelial cells, and smooth muscle cells. There is a significant increase in SAA levels from 8 to 24 hours after the onset of sepsis, and it was shown that SAA had better diagnostic accuracy than CRP in septic evaluation in neonatal early onset sepsis. Especially the des-arginine variant of SAA holds promise as a marker of acute and chronic inflammation.

IFN-γ-IP-10 is induced by IFN-γ in many types of cells including monocytes and lung epithelial cells. IP-10, also named CXCL10, is a potent chemokine for activated T lymphocytes and regulates cell proliferation, apoptosis, and adhesion molecule expression. IP-10 level was higher in neonates with sepsis and necrotizing enterocolitis than in neonates who had only necrotizing enterocolitis.

High mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) is a chromatin protein localized in the nucleus and the cytoplasm. Cytokines TNF-α and IFN-γ stimulate macrophages to release HMGB1, while endotoxin induces late release of HMGB1. In animal models, HMGB1 can be detected in serum 8 hours after endotoxemia, and plateau levels are archived from 16 to 32 hours. Antibodies (anti-HMGB1) can reduce endotoxin-induced acute lung injury and increase survival. In humans, HMGB1 were elevated in patients with surgical sepsis and in those with DIC. Also, it was significantly higher in septic nonsurvivors versus survivors. 

Triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells-1 (TREM-1) belongs to the immunoglobulin superfamily and stimulates the release of cytokines such as TNF-α and IL-1β. Because it is not easily identified, its soluble form (sTREM) is a better option for a biomarker in sepsis. sTREM is higher in patients with septic shock and reaches peak levels at approximately 2 hours after infectious exposure. Its sustained elevation appears to predict a poor outcome. All this makes it an accurate marker of sepsis.

Several other reactants show potential and have been studied as biomarkers of sepsis. Some of these biomarkers are α-1 antitrypsin, fibronectin, lactoferrin, neopterin, and haptoglobin. Very few potential biomarkers reach the true biomarker stage. Although PCT is currently the most promising diagnostic biomarker for sepsis, recent evidence suggested that IL-8 can be used to stratify children with septic shock. Recently, great efforts have been made to develop a multibiomarker-based sepsis risk model for predicting illness severity and outcome for children with septic shock. IL-8 and CCL4 are clinically appealing because of their relative simplicity, but both stratification biomarkers have insufficient positive predictive values, sensitivities, and specificities to develop a comprehensive pediatric septic shock stratification tool. The biological response during septic shock is exceedingly complex, and it is possible that a multibiomarker stratification strategy can more comprehensively meet these needs. Numerous acute-phase
proteins potentially may be biomarkers for sepsis, but none has been routinely used. The goal of the final model will be to predict illness severity and outcome of pediatric patients with septic shock. It will provide a decision-making and stratification tool for the care of children with septic shock.

Conclusion

Numerous studies have explained many different pathophysiological processes involved in sepsis and have revealed an important regulatory role of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines. But despite a great number of clinical studies, cytokines pathophysiology is still incompletely understood, and specific anticytokine treatments have not been successful in clinical trials. This is due to the fact that sepsis is a complex and dynamic process that involves excessive inflammatory and immune response. A small number of researches have been conducted in pediatric sepsis using multiple markers. The best approach to the diagnosis of sepsis is the combination of different biomarkers because the multiple indicators of infection can improve specificity and sensitivity of the whole assay.
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